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HOW QUALITY OF HIGHER EDUCATION SHOULD BE 
MEASURED BY UNIVERSITY RANKINGS?

Quality of higher education is 
one of the key priorities in higher 
education. However, it is interest-
ing to note that there is a variety 
of interpretations what quality of 
higher education really means. 
For example, national or inter-
national accreditation schemes 
have diverse interpretations of 
quality and how it should be eval-
uated on an institutional or on a 
programme level. Some of them 
are concentrated on achieving 
the minimum standards, others 
are focused on research pro-
ductivity, internationalisation 
or on teaching excellence. The 
same goes for university rank-
ings which measure the institu-
tional or programme quality with 
broad variety of indicators and 
different priorities. If we ask the 
students what quality of high-
er education means to them, 
we will probably get additional 
interpretations mostly connect-
ed to teaching quality and em-
ployment opportunities. On the 
other side employers request for 
professional/specific skills and 
teaching and learning activities 
that are responsive and relevant 
to demands from society (Global 
Employability University Ranking 
2015 via https://goo.gl/kZDfxN). 
Obviously there are as many defi-
nitions of quality in higher edu-
cation as there are stakeholders.

versity rankings, such as: Aca-
demic Ranking of World Univer-
sities (ARWU) and Times Higher 
Education (THE). Because we 
work in the field of management 
and business education, this dis-
cussion paper is focused on the 
quality indicators used by ARWU 
and THE for subject rankings 
(business, management, eco-
nomics). Additionally, we con-
centrate also on quality indica-
tors used by Financial Times (FT) 
for Business School Rankings and 
by QS for 200 Business Schools 
Report. Table 1 presents quality 
indicators used by ARWU, THE, 
FT and QS.

If we look at ARWU and THE qual-
ity indicators and compare them 
with the fundamental pillars pre-
sented above we can summarize 
that both of them evaluate qua-

Nevertheless, it could be sum-
marized that the quality of high-
er education has been linked to 
three main fundamental pillars, 
such as: knowledge transfer, 
knowledge creation and service 
to society. In terms of knowledge 
transfer it is expected that high-
er education institutions prepare 
students for the labour market 
and contribute to their social 
and personal development (see 
2015 WISE Education Survey on 
https://t.co/aqq35ktAWx). Re-
garding the knowledge creation 
- one of the primary missions of 
higher education institutions is 
the development of new knowl-
edge and transfer of an existing 
one. Service to society is under-
stood as an institutional engage-
ment in local and wider society 
and its contribution to develop-
ment of local and wider environ-
ments with relevant educational 
offerings.

Following huge impact of uni-
versity rankings and their subse-
quently implications how quality 
of higher education has been un-
derstood and widely interpreted 
among higher education institu-
tions themselves and other key 
stakeholders, this discussion tries 
to identify how fundamental pil-
lars presented in this discussion 
have been covered by major uni-



lity of teaching and quality of 
research, but not one of them 
evaluates how higher education 
institutions contribute to the de-
velopment of the local and wid-
er society. Moreover, quality of 
teaching is evaluated by “Alumni 
of an institution winning Nobel 
Prizes in Economics” (ARWU) or 
by THE indicators, such as: rep-
utation survey, staff-student ra-
tio, doctorate-to-bachelor’s ratio, 
doctorates awarded-to-academic 
staff ratio, institutional income. 
These indicators represent only 
proxy measurement of teaching 
quality, because they do not eval-
uate whether higher education 
institutions prepare students for 
the labour market and contribute 
to their social and personal devel-
opment. Both rankings measure 
quality of research using different 
but similar indicators measuring 
research productivity and cita-
tions. Still, not one of the chosen 
rankings concentrates on impact 
of higher education institutions 
and their contribution to local 
and wider business and social 
environments, and whether high-
er education institutions perfor-
mance and education offerings 
are really relevant to business and 
social development needs. Fur-
thermore, if we concentrate on FT 
and QS rankings we can conclude 
that FT evaluates quality only in 
terms of salary growth (MBA, 
EMBA) and the percentage of the 
most recent graduating class that 
was in employment three months 
after graduation (important only 
for schools that can provide em-
ployment data). QS takes into ac-
count only survey results among 
employers and academics. Nei-
ther FT nor QS measures quality 
of teaching, quality of research or 
what impact an individual higher 
education institution has on local 
and wider society.

ness and social environments. 
This could be the best way how 
the university rankings them-
selves could serve to society and 
contribute to the development of 
dynamic changing societies.

Interesting reading:

1) Are we obsessed with universi-
ty rankings? prepared by Francis-
co Marmolejo in 2015 via
http://goo.gl/X9WS3D

2) Reimagining Business Educa-
tion: A World of Ideas prepared 
by Boston University in 2015 via 
http://goo.gl/9JXu41

According to ARWU, THE, FT 
and QA proxy quality indicators 
it should be acknowledged that 
interpreting the ranking position 
of an individual higher education 
institution needs to be taken with 
caution. The ranking position 
identifies only performance of 
chosen quality indicators, there-
fore it should not be generalized 
as the overall quality of the insti-
tution. Furthermore, it should be 
recognized that chosen rankings 
do not measure the social im-
pact and service to society which 
should represent the third funda-
mental pillar of higher education 
institutions.

Concluding remarks: Due to the 
fact that university rankings (may) 
have significant implications for 
level of quality of higher educa-
tion institutions and their (non)
response to social changes which 
is critically needed, it is highly rec-
ommended that rankings include 
also indicators connected to the 
social impact and assessment 
whether education offerings are 
relevant to local and wider busi-


